
Issue ID Priority Summary

DS1167 Urgent CFG: fails randomly on QA as of v4.2.0 release

DS1196 Urgent Metrics: total student hours is way off

DS1117 High Agg: do not run lfa backfill sp unless lfa has been run

DS1148 High Agg: ran but was incomplete for Rolf Schwonke

DS1164 High WebServices: get dataset requests fail with "Unknown error"

DS1166 High Add 'domain' to api/pslc_datashop_message.xsd

DS1168 High Problem Breakdown export row numbering is wrong

DS1170 High Allow anonymization against a list of users provided in a file

DS840 High

KC Model column missing from transaction export preview if one sample has 

no KCs

DS1052 Medium Transaction Export: rows not sorted correctly for a new sample

DS1062 Medium Remove "non-SP" code path from transactions cached export

DS1071 Medium

WebServices: no error returned if value for 'cfs' parameter not valid for get 

transaction request

DS1134 Medium

Transaction export, All Data selected, export message tells me to select All 

Data for a speedy export

DS1169 Medium

Selecting from the dataset selection pop-up redirects to homepage not the 

dataset info page

DS553 Medium Undo/redo not aligned correctly in Overview table.

DS673 Medium

'Predicted Error Rate' points sometimes not connected in Performance 

Profiler

DS736 Medium Error aggregating modified sample

DS822 Medium FF 2 & 3: Tooltip doesn't display for Predicted Error Rate point on LC

DS823 Medium Tooltip displays over wrong graph in Performance Profiler

DS827 Medium Steps with no KCs display when option disabled on Student-Problem page

DS833 Medium Better display for custom-field rows in the transaction table

DS846 Medium KCM export does not include 'KC Model (Default)' column header

DS849 Medium Error on exporting two KC models

DS883 Medium Sort order of Step Rollup table is not correct

DS938 Medium LCPID window does not remember its open/close state

DS989 Medium KCM export does not include KC Model column header
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